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About This Game

Defense Clicker is an clicker game which will be soon F2P, with an tower defense theme and a few twists which make it very
unique.

You have to build an defense line with towers and upgrade them to stay alive as long as possible. when you die the map resets
but you get a few special points depending on how long you survived. With this points you can upgrade the power of your

towers and many other things to stay longer alive. After a specific count of kills you can evolve to get stronger and beat more
waves.

Features:
- Build towers

- Upgrade towers
- Upgrade several skills
- several gamemodes

- Weather System
- Day Night System

- Monster Stat Changes depending on Day/Night and Weather System
- Achievements

- Heroes
- Pets

- many more

BUILD towers:
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- Build several towers to defend your city against the monsters which want to destroy it

Upgrade towers:
- Upgrade your towers to make more damage, get higher possible towerlevels and stay longer alive

Upgrade several skills:
- reset your game status to get Prime Points to upgrade your baselive, towerbasdamage, gold income and several other things.

Several gamemodes:
- Normal mode and rage mode, fusable monsterlife and changable monster spawn difficulty

Weather system:
- randomly it starts to snow or rain ingame which changes at some montsers the hp, speed.....

Day-/Night system:
- The day night system changes slightly the darkness of the game

Reset and Evolution sytem:
- Reset your game to get the locked Prime Points with which you can earn Prime points to increase some reset resistant skills.

- If progress starts to get to slow make an evolutuion and reset the whole game (except evo skills) and buy evo to get much
stronger.

Highscores, Achievements and more:
- Get Achievements for playing the game and beat the highscores of the other players
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Title: Defense Clicker
Genre: Casual, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Albatros Softworks
Publisher:
Albatros Softworks
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista,7,8,8.1,10

Processor: Quadcore or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 750 or higher

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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mine defense auto clicker. defense clicker game. zombie clicker defense. clicker tower defense. mine defense clicker. defense
clicker. defense clicker guide. defense clicker wiki. tower defense clicker

Worst platformer\/shooter I've played in ages.

This game gets it all wrong. Gamepad controls can't be configured and the configuration is badly chosen. Rules are poorly
explained, complex and not any fun.

And finally, after only a few minutes of gameplay, when I tried to restart from the first level in classic mode the game locked up
on me..
В целом? Игра офигительна, но играть против компа слишком скучно, а онлайн давным-давно умер в корчах. Такие
дела.. I know that this game is quite simplistic when it comes to quality of animation and charater. Even with that in mind, I was
still expecting more. I thought there would be more then very little animation and just little or nothing in general. The main
characters do nothing but sit there in suspended animation. No quests, no anything but two item combining. Very disappointed. I
finished all that I could do in less then 10 minutes ( and that was generous). Definitely a time waster and money waster in one! If
they do not do anything more ( and I mean, ALOT more to add to this) then save your TIME and MONEY and avoid this
altogether!. This game could have been much better if it did not give conflicting information to the player.

For example some enemies you could hit, while others you can't and you get hurt when you attack them. There is no indication
that could help you identify this, so you have to experiment and lose lifes and restart or load again.

Another example is that some rocks could hurt you when you try to push them or hit them, while others don't. Again how would
the player know? many other example exists but I think these two gives a clear idea.

The story is not very understoodable.

The game has multiple endings and after you defeat the boss you get to a room where - the game ends -. There is no indication
that you could escape and move to a different ending.

Other than that I liked the music and variety.

I hate to not recommending this game specially after experiencing it. The developers obviously worked on it very hard.. Was
awesome to play that game. Would play it again.
No problems or anything. Only the translation is sometimes weird so I would play it in English.

10\/10. Addictive game, great cause, nice music!

I'm skipping the charity part, since it's already clear that the friendly developers work together with ClearWater, and that's
awesome. But now about this eco-friendly game: it may look like a mobile game - which it actually also is - but there's more to it.
It's educational, perfect for kids, and there are many little challenges. But no brainless thinking! There's also enough variation and
it isn't short, so you won't get bored.

These little water-facts, many achievements and the ClearWater-themed story add something extra to the game. Water Heroes has
this cozy "indie team atmosphere" which you can experience in the funny sound effects and visual style. Plus, it's a fair price,
considered that it's actually 50% of what you pay. Now give it a try!. I absolutely love this game!

The controlls are simple, yet everything going on around you keeps you on your toes! ...or paws?
The music is nice and light, art is pleasing and quirky, and story is rather goofy, yet enough to keep you wanting to finish the game.

I haven't beat it yet myself, but so far I love the change of pace after each chapter. The game stays fresh with the introduction of
new monsters constantly and it doesn't get stale. The cooldowns are very fair, but I'd probably increase the heal cooldown a little
more. I need to try out the battle mode still, alas I need friends first.

Overall cute game and fun to play. 8\/10, great job!
P.S. I HATE THOSE BATS! =P. Decent choices game. There's good world building and the lore is nicely woven into the text
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without feeling forced. I liked the plot, though there could have been more meat on it, it also feel like it could've been longer, like the
Epilogue could've been another full game.. Quite a few fake/paid reviews on this very poor quality Unity asset flip. This is an FPS
where waves of enemies come at you so you have to shoot them. That's all there is to it.

The graphics are completely terrible, controls mismapped (Great if you like always turning to the left, otherwise not great). The art
assets they ripped off are comically bad in appearance. Muddy, 1990's era textures round out the terrible visual appearance.
This is shovelware of the lowest quality, and should be avoided at all costs.
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I remember waking up one morning on my birthday many years ago. I turned on my computer (not knowing it was in sleep
mode), and saw the first level paused on my monitor. I have never beaten the game 100% before. I have bought this game for
my xbox 360 and wii after losing it on my PC and changing consoles at the time. I always used cheat codes and screwed around
in the game when I was younger. I bought this game today to change the past, and finish what I started.. It was alright. If you
have a spare few hours and feel like finishing a game then its worth the whole \u00a36ish they are asking for.

Wish I knew to 3 star everything before the end, but it does kind of let you do it after the ending (no spoilers!).

If you like tycoon\/management\/comedy then its worth a go. 6\/10.. simpel but nice. A great mix between Ruiner, Smash TV,
One Finger Death Punch with a bit of Kill Bill sprinkled on top. Deceptively simple and responsive controls mean that although
the difficulty can ramp up, death is always down to your own obvious mistake which reduces any rage-inducing moments. So
much fast, pure addictive gameplay for the price with no messing about with reloading or in a maze of menus between runs.
Looking forward to spending a lot more time trying to master this one. Also, best of luck in having, "Just one more go" not turn
into 10!. Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Shoot Enemies.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Destroy the Objective.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
Walk.
You Reached the Extraction Point. Congratulations.
Mission Completed.
Next Mission.
(Repeat). Better than chest. Brings the history to life. Almost as if you were a general commanding the army and a bird watching
the war. You also feel like a king ruling his kingdom.. I just want this to be free... When most games release a map editor (ex.
Civilization 5 WorldBuilder, which was free if I may add) they also include a scenario editor so you can place civs and units in
the editor. In this editor, that feature is nowhere to be found. So you're telling me they couldn't give us the same tool they use to
build their own scenarios? That seems kind of ridiculous to me. The maps in this pack are fine, but the editor lacking a feature
that is so basic simply makes it not worth the money. I hope they see this oversight and add this function. If they do that I will be
able to recommend this DLC.. Recommend for a pass time
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